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MS Annika is a crosslink search engine based on MS Amanda,
aimed at identifying MS2-cleavable crosslinkers from MS2
spectra only.

Nodes
MS Annika consists of four nodes, one of which is optional:
•
•
•

•

The MS Annika Detector is responsible for identifying
spectra that are likely to contain crosslinks.
The MS Annika Search is the actual database search engine.
The MS Annika Validator calculates and applies CSM- and
Crosslink-level false discovery rates and persists relevant
CSMs.
The MS Annika XiView Exporter can be used to export
cross-links to the xiView-specific format [1].

Figure 1: A typical MS Annika workflow. MS Amanda is not

In the following, we describe the functionalities of these nodes as required but will identify linear peptides from spectra with
no cross-link evidence.
well as their parameters.

MS Annika Detector
The MS Annika Detector identifies cross-link spectra. This node splits input spectra into spectra that are likely to
contain crosslinks and ones that are not. Spectra classified as unlikely to contain crosslinks can be searched in a
normal search engine by attaching one to the Detector node (for example MS Amanda [2]). All other spectra are
subjected to crosslink search. Parameters for identifying crosslinks can be adjusted in the Detector node:
•

•

•
•

•

•

MS2 tolerance: Tolerance used to identify if a pair of peaks (a doublet) is in range to be a crosslink doublet.
Allowed doublet distances are calculated as the difference between heavy and light part, which can be set in
the crosslink modification in the chemical modifications and the losses described in Crosslink Modification
Additions. This tolerance is for identifying and validating Doublets.
Minimum Charge: The minimum charge a peak must have to be considered in the identification of doublets.
When setting the value to 0, all peaks will be used, even if the instrument or raw file reader attributed a 0
charge to the ion. We assume that these peaks carry a single charge.
Use monoisotopic mass: Defines whether the monoisotopic or average amino acid mass should be used. Used
at different stages in the search.
Precursor mass offset: Charges between 0 and n (the value set here) are considered for the doublet search. For
example: If set to 2 the MS1 precursor, the MS1 precursor minus one proton mass, and the MS1 precursor
minus two proton masses are considered when deciding if a combination of doublets is a valid doublet.
Use theoretic MS1 peaks: If set to false, only peaks found in the MS1 spectrum are used in the precursor mass
offset calculation. If set to true, the precursor mass is used to calculate theoretical peaks with up to n isotope
shifts, even if the peak is not in the MS1 spectrum.
Crosslink Modification: The crosslink modification is created using the Chemical Modifications interface
(Administration > Chemical Modifications). Create a chemical modification and fill out all the required fields.
Then, mark the modification and click the Extended Properties button at the top of the list. Create the two

•
•

•

•
•
•

fragments of the crosslinker. It is also crucial to provide the connected fragments via the Extended Properties
window. If more than one connection is provided, the program will notify the user about the used connection.
N-Terminal Crosslink Modification: Set this value to true if you want to search for protein N-terminal
crosslinking sites.
Crosslink Modification Additions: Additional additions to be considered between the heavy and the light part
of the linker. Use this if the linker can have additional losses, such as a water loss. Possible values can be set in
the configuration page for the MS Annika Detector (Administration > Configuration > MS Annika Detector >
Doublet neutral losses). Each line is a possible value. The values are parsed when the Detector node is run and
will result in a warning if they cannot be parsed. Attention: If an empty line is included in the possible values,
Proteome Discoverer shows an error message! In this case, check the settings (Administration > Configuration
> MS Annika Detector > Doublet neutral losses) and make sure no empty lines are included.
Diagnostic Ions: The m/z value for ions can be set here. These ions are often found in cross-link spectra and are
different for each linker. The presence of diagnostic ions in a spectrum increases the likeliness for that spectrum
to be selected for the cross-link search.
Doublet Pair Selection: One of evidence mode, shotgun mode or combined mode. Determines how cross-link
spectra are searched for cross-link information.
top N most intense doublets: Since shotgun mode identifies a substantial number of doublets, this parameter
allows for the selection of only the most intense ones.
Persist Doublets: A Boolean value determining whether found Doublets should be persisted. This is false by
default, since it is possible that MS Annika identifies a lot of doublets, resulting in huge result files.

Additional parameters in the Configuration Tab:
•

•

Doublet neutral losses: Define potential neutral losses that affect the difference between heavy and light peak
here. Values set here will be parsed and available for selection in the Crosslink Modification Additions setting
for MS Annika Detector.
Diagnostic Ions: See Diagnostic ions above. Set potential values for selection here as a semicolon separated list.
After reloading open studies, these masses should be available for selection in the Detector node.

MS Annika Search
The MS Annika Search Engine node is very similar to the MS Amanda database search node. Usual search engine
parameters can be set here. For more information see the MS Amanda web page. An MS Amanda CSM Validator is
needed to calculate an FDR and persist CSMs and cross-links.
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Protein Database: the FASTA database to use. Provide it in Administration > Maintain FASTA Files.
Enzyme name: The enzyme used for in-silico digestion of protein databases.
MS1 Tolerance: The tolerance used to compare data at the MS1 level.
MS2 Tolerance: The tolerance used to compare data at the MS2 level.
Missed Cleavages: the number of missed cleavages considered in the digest of the protein database.
Multiplicative Penalty for Crosslinker with equal Sequences: Scores of CSMs with two equal sequences will be
multiplied by this value. To negate the effect of this parameter, set the value to 1. If set to a value greater than
1, CSMs containing two identical peptides are preferred.
Perform Decoy Search: Whether CSM Decoy Search should be performed.

MS Annika Validator
The MS Annika Validator node allows for the calculation CSM as well as cross-link-level FDR. Furthermore, the
Validator is responsible for persisting the CSMs and cross-links to Proteome Discoverer. Found CSMs are attributed
with a confidence value according to the settings described below. Then all CSMs are reported in Proteome
Discoverer with their respective confidence.
•

Medium confidence FDR cutoff: Percentage for FDR calculation, usually 5%. CSMs are considered as decoy as
soon as at least one of the crosslinker peptides is a decoy. The FDR is calculated at the CSM level.

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

High confidence FDR cutoff: Percentage for FDR calculation, usually 1%.
Include Decoy CSMs/Cross-links: Whether decoy CSMs or cross-links are included in the output. This is included
here since there is no Decoy CSM or Decoy Crosslink tab in Proteome Discoverer (yet). The respective items
are marked as decoy or target in the output.
Separate Intra/Inter-link FDR: Determines if Intra- and Interlink CSMs are separated before FDR calculation. If
set to true, an FDR calculation is done for each subset of CSMs and those two subsets are combined to yield
the result.
Group Crosslinks by: Choose how crosslinks are grouped in the output. They can either be grouped by the
position of the cross-linker in the protein sequence or the peptide sequence.
DeltaCn Filter: Retain only CSMs with a DeltaScore less than the specified value. This is only relevant when
persisting multiple CSMs for one scan number. The delta score is calculated on CSMs sorted by score. The
formula is 1-score(csmn)/score(csmc) where csmn is the CSM with the lower score, and csmc the CSM with the
higher score. This score is a measure of similarity ranging between zero and one. The more similar two results,
the lower the score.
Individual peptide score filter: A score cutoff. Both CSM scores (for the alpha and beta peptide) must clear this
threshold, or the CSM is discarded.
Top N CSMs: The number of CSMs displayed in the output for each scan number. This allows for inspection of
multiple CSMs identified from a spectrum.

General Remarks
to work, MS Annika needs the right crosslinker masses. The predefined DSSO linker is in the right format: the light
part and the heavy part are supplied. In the case of DSSO, a water loss in the linker is also possible. This loss must be
specified in the Crosslink Modification Additions in the Detector. Additional crosslinking sites can be defined in the
Maintain Chemical Modifications tab. For more information on how to define masses, visit the MS Annika home page.

Setting up a DSSO cross-link search with MS Annika
For this step by step introduction on how to set up a DSSO cross-link search we use the data provided by Beveridge
et al. (Nat. Comm, 2020, doi: https://dx.doi.org/10.1038%2Fs41467-020-14608-2). The fasta file can be
downloaded from the supplemental information
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7005041/bin/41467_2020_14608_MOESM4_ESM.zip,
cas9_crapome.fasta) and the sample raw file is available from PRIDE (PXD014337) and can be downloaded here:
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/pride/archive/projects/PXD014337. We used the file
XLpeplib_Beveridge_Lumos_DSSO_stHCD-MS2.raw for our sample workflow.
Our default workflow also uses the IMP MS2 spectrum processor. This node can be omitted but if you want to use
it, you should download and install the node prior to opening PD (more information can be found here).

IMPORTANT NOTE:
Currently MS Annika can only identify cross-linked peptides from MS2-cleavable cross-linker! You cannot search
MS3 data with MS Annika.

Prerequisites
The first step to making sure that your cross-linking search is successful is to set up all required resources.
1.

Import the FASTA file you want to use. If you have already added your FASTA file to Proteome Discoverer,
you can skip this step. Otherwise, use the menu to navigate to “Administration > Maintain FASTA files”. Click
the add button and supply your FASTA file.

2.

Set up the cross-linking reagent. Some cross-linking reagents are already supplied by Proteome Discoverer.
DSSO and DSBU are already available within PD. If the reagent you want to use is not in the list at

“Administration > Maintain Chemical Modifications”, you can add it. The process differs for different
versions of Proteome Discoverer

3.



Proteome Discoverer 2.3 and 2.4: Click on “Add a Modification…”. Set a name and an abbreviation,
supply the complete linker mass and a chemical formula. The button labelled “Extended
Properties” at the top of the list should become accessible. Click on it, set the check mark at “Is
Crosslink” and supply the cross-link fragments. The fragments mass is calculated automatically
from the Substitution (Chemical formula). In PD2.4, you can also add target amino acids. Add the
two fragments separately, then select the two in the drop-down menus in the bottom part of the
window. The second tab where you can set diagnostic ions and neutral losses is ignored, as these
values can be set directly in the search engine. Press OK to create the new cross-linker.



Proteome Discoverer 2.5 Click on the Add button. Fill in the name, Abbreviation, and total mass of
the linker. Select Amino acids that the linker can connect to and set the classification to “CID
cleavable crosslink”. For now, the items in the Neutral losses tag are ignored, and can be set directly
in the search engine. Diagnostic ions from the diagnostic ions tab are used but can also be set in
the search engine. Finally, in the Crosslinking tab, use the dropdown to select “Cleavable
Crosslinker” and add the respective fragments and connect them using the lower part of the
window.

Set up diagnostic ions and neutral losses for use in the search engine. Go to “Administration > Configuration”
and click the MS Annika Detector tag. Diagnostic ions and neutral losses for DSSO and DSBU are already
available. Click the three dots at the right-hand side of the preview window, depending on whether you
want to add neutral losses or diagnostic ions. Add the masses that you want to show up in the Detector
node, one in each line.

IMPORTANT NOTE:
These settings will only apply after you re-open potentially open studies!

Set up the cross-linking search
Use one of the provided workflow files or set up a new workflow. The minimal workflow consists of a Spectrum Files
node, a Spectrum Selector, and the three Annika nodes: Detector, Search, and Validator. The Consensus step only
requires an MSF Files node. The Detector node contains parameters regarding the identification of cross-link spectra
and ion doublets. The cross-linker, neutral losses, and diagnostic ions can be selected here (if set up as described
above).
To use the provided template workflow download the DSSO workflow from the MS Annika webpage
(https://ms.imp.ac.at/index.php?action=ms-annika):
 Right click on the “MS Annika analysis template for DSSO“ link
 Select “save target as” and store the template on your computer
 Your browser should download the file “DSSO_default_workflow.pdAnalysis”
In Proteome Discoverer start a new study and select your desired result directory. Click Ok to open the study.

On the top right select “Open Analysis Template” and select the downloaded template analysis.

This will load the DSSO template. If you have not installed the MS2 spectrum processor, you can just delete this node
and directly connect the Spectrum Selector and the MS Annika Detector node.
Before the search can be started we need to select the fasta file that should be used. Click on the MS Annika Search
node and select the correct fasta file in the properties window on the left side

In addition, click on the MS Annika xiView node and select an output folder for the export. If you do not want to
export the identified cross-links just delete this node.
After setting up all search parameters go to the “Input Files” tab and add the spectra files you want to search by
clicking “Add Files”.

Drag and Drop the files you want to search into the “Files for Analysis” part:

Once all parameters are set to your satisfaction and the input files are selected, you are ready to go, the analysis can
be started. In the Job Queue window that will open, it is possible to expand on the currently running job and get
information about the progress.
After the search is finished you can open the result by double clicking on the finished consensus workflow

The identified crosslinks and CSMs can be investigated in two different tabs: “CSMs” and “Crosslinks”:

You can filter both tabs individually for FDR. A confidence equal to “High” (green circles) in this case corresponds to
your stringent FDR threshold (mostly 1%) you set in the MS Annika Validator. A confidence of at least “Medium”
(green and yellow circles) corresponds to the more relaxed FDR set in the MS Annika Validator. Filtering crosslinks
and CSMS is independent, as grouping CSMs to crosslinks is done before FDR calculation. Red circles correspond to
hits below your set FDR threshold.

For any further questions, bug reports, or ideas please contact: Viktoria Dorfer, Stephan Winkler, Karl Mechtler, or
post your comment in the IMP Nodes for Proteome Discoverer Google Group.
Happy Searching 

